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   Grade 4 and Grade 5 students conducted the NEED investigations on The Science of 
Energy and Sources of Energy. This included Renewable Energy vs Non-Renewable 
Energy, Solar Panels, Wind Turbines and the Energy House.  
After constructing and testing their Energy Houses, they decided to paint, decorate and add 
electric lighting to each house.They then decided to combined their houses into a village and 
added ‘solar panels and wind turbines.’ The students presented their village, explaining how 
the houses were made and about the different sources of energy in the village to younger 
students in the school and on the school’s social media. This was a fun and exciting project.



              Grade 4 and 5
      Investigates Energy Sources
             Goals of Project

Goals: The goals of the Renewtown Project were to
           - incorporate all that was learned about energy, both concepts and skills, into a final 
             project highlighting the knowledge gained from the NEED Energy Curriculum
          - apply what was learned to a real life situation, solving energy problems in a village and   
             create the village 
          - share their creation and their knowledge of energy with the younger students in the    
            school and on the school social media



Grade 5
Investigates Thermal Energy and Energy Efficiency

Step 1 - Choose insulation

The white padded paper worked 
the best for keeping the ice cool 
because it trapped air inside due to its 
many layers. Orla R.
I really liked the insulation and the 
painting  because it felt like you were a 
real construction worker working on a 
house and had to face some obstacles. 
We started to paint and it was more fun 
than I thought it would be and it turned 
out amazing at the end and it was 
fun.-Cameron P



Construct Houses and Insulate Them
To make our houses we first got a cardboard box and 
found our material. Then, we measured out the door and 
windows. Next we put in clear film for the windows. After 
that, we cut our insulation to cover the walls, ceiling, and 
floor of our house making sure the windows were visible 
and so you could “walk” in the door. Next, we got 
cardboard paper to cover the insulation so you wouldn’t 
see it. Then we closed up the box and got our painting 
things ready and painted our houses. -Amelie M.



Add Walls, Windows, Mortite, Weatherstripping
Heat would easily enter through the clear plastic in the windows, but wouldn’t escape easily 
thanks to the covered windows! The poster board walls helped conceal the insulation, as 
well as make our house look nicer.  Our door had weather - strip on the inside part of our 
door, so when we closed it, no heat escapes through our door. The mortite really helped 
seal cracks and crevices and in the poster board walls. - Caroline M.
We added the mortite to seal cracks in the insulation and added the weather stripping to the 
door to prevent cracks in the door. Some of us also added double windows for extra 
insulation. -Zoey B.



                 Testing for Energy Efficiency
We all used insulation to test energy efficiency, and some of us used different 
products and insulated the windows twice. The insulation was done on the inside 
of the house.We then wrote our results on papers to see how well we succeeded 
in our projects. - Anastasia A.



Painting the Houses
We did a cheerful christmas theme with log 
cabins or candy cane homes with red, white, 
blue, brown paint.Some of us made a christmas 
themed group name (my group was named the 
gingerbread group). Many also used glitter glue 
because well, why not?  Niara M.
It was fun experience being able to paint our 
house for the christmas season, light it up, and 
put it up for display -Peter.F



Lighting and “Solar Panels”
For the lighting, we attached batteries to wires that were part of christmas lights and put electric tape 
around the ends to stay safe.  Then, we taped the to the top of our houses and hid them with solar panels 
made out of cardboard and aluminum foil.  -Orla

As we were finishing the finale touches to our house we realized that  a house is not a house without 
lighting. We had to get batteries for our house  and put the batteries into a little spot and attached two 
wired to make a circuit and once you did that you had to tape the wires together and power up the lights by 
turning on the light switch. - Cameron     



Making of Renewtown Village
The biggest house is actually on a hill, the bottom box is not a house. 
Tess M
  

We actually put together stick people to make the village lively and we thought 
renewable energy town would be called Renewton because of newton. Niara M  
We used solar panels and wind turbines to make energy- CL



Wind Turbines from Grade 4



Complete Village



      We had a team of people at the board with the materials we used and each    
      person explained something on the board and what we used it for.-Lucia C

    Presentation Board



Visits from Younger Students

We showed them what it was to have an renewable energy house and 
talked about the insulation, how we made it, and solar panels . Niara M



                                         Results
Students successfully conducted the NEED Science of Energy Investigations

Students studied Sources of Energy, and learned about Renewable and Nonrenewable                         
Sources of Energy, what are they and how are the used. 

Students constructed and experimented with solar panels, and wind turbines.

Students constructed the Energy House, following the NEED Guidelines, and successfully completed the 
Thermal Energy testing of the various insulations. 

Students constructed electrical circuits using small Christmas bulbs to add lighting to their houses.

Students painted and decorated their Energy Houses.

Students successfully planned and constructed a village from their Energy Houses, meeting the energy 
needs of the village. They added “Solar Panels and wind turbines’ to make their village into Renewton.

Students presented their project to younger students in the school  They loved seeing the village and 
listening to the presentations about how they made the houses, values of insulation, how to make a 
circuit, and the use and value of solar and wind energy.



              Thank you NEED !
                                                                Favorite Part of Project 
Our class loved decorating the houses because for each team, everyone got a say in how they decorated it, and 
different tables gave suggestions to others. Everyone was interacting with each other to create our colorful, vibrant 
Christmas Village. Orla R.

My favorite part of the project was using the clay and the paint SF  I LOVED building the house.
My favorite part of the project was putting the ice inside the houses.


